Team Leaders Meeting Minutes 1.7.2017
- Q: How will be the lunch organized tomorrow? A: Every team needs
to take their lunch package on the accommodation during the
breakfast.
- Q: Would it be possible to move the price giving ceremony to the
earlier time? A: We will try to organize it as soon as it will be possible,
but we have to follow the rules.
- Q: There was not enough free space in some of the buses. A: The
reason for this was that the first two buses stayed in the start
quarantine for better comfort of the competitors due to heavy rain.
- Q: Some teams need their own transport to the finish area tomorrow,
since they need to leave very early. A: The organizer will permit this
for the teams that really need it, as an exception.
- Q: Should the runners running the third leg also throw the map
before finishing? A: The third leg runners must also throw the map, as
well as the first two legs runners. If all the third legs runners will be
already in the forest, the maps will be immediately distributed to the
team leaders.
- Q: Is it permitted to use the old map from the Bulletin 1 in the finish
area? A: No, this is not allowed, it would be the violation of the rules
and fair play.
- Q: The runners running the 3rd leg may miss the exhibit of the
handover procedure due to the transport organization. A: Yes, but that
should not be an issue – they will see how it works in real, and the
coaches will know how the handover procedure works.
- Q: Is it possible to provide own refreshment on the compulsory leg
through the finish area? A: Yes, the place for the own refreshment will
be marked.
- Q: Will there be any coaching zone on the compulsory leg? A: We
will try to organize it.
- Q: Will there be any organizers in the map giving area? A: Yes, there
will be most of the start team.
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- Q: Will there will be any reserve maps on the start? A: Yes, there is a
reserve map for each competitor.
- Q: Is the picture of the map giving area wrong in the team leaders
meeting materials? The start BIBs do not match with the start list. A:
There is a mistake in the start list, the BIBs will be recollected and new
start list will be prepared.
- Q: Will the organizer distribute the new maps from the sprint, long
and relay races? A: Yes, they will be distributed by the event office in
the finish area after the relay.
- Q: Will the organizer also provide the complete sets of maps for the
coaches? A: Yes, in case if it won’t be possible tomorrow, we will send
them via post after the competition.
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